Introduction
An analytical technique proposed by Berman [1] allows an exact representation of a branch component within the model of the main structure by considering the impedance matrix of the component and its inverse. This paper has its genesis in an early study [3] in which reduced impedance of a statically determinate branch component was found by using component mqdes. It is intended to apply the method to the case of hyperstatic interface.
Definition
Consider a structural system composed of the main component "M" and a branch component "k?' as illustrated in Fig.l .
It is convenient to rearrange and partition the elements of the two impedance matrices in the following way: z;,] zk , ee where f refers to interface coordinates and i. to non-interface coordinates.
The impedance of the system, then, may be forined by superimposing these matrices in the form:
z7,]. z;,
If a valid model of component "k" could be formed using only the interface coordinates, the impedance of the system could be written as
where ZJ 1 is called reduced impedance of component "k".
Reduced Impedance
Consider a branch component the interface of which is assumed hyperstatic. Its ·displacement may be expressed by the vector q(t) = [ :~ J = U:J (3.1) in which qr are rigid-body displacement on the connection interface and qc the remainder of displacements on the connection interface·.
The equation of motion of the component is
Mij+Kq=F, (3.2) where the mass, stiffness and force matrices are
F=[~]·
The displacement of any point is found by superimposing the motion excited by the main component through the interface and the elastic motion relative to the latter, so that Similarly, substitution of (3.10) into (3.6), taking into account (3.11) and (3.13) yields: The equations (3.13) and (3.14) can be rewritten in the form:
According to the definition of reduced impedance, it follows from {3.15) that the elements of which are defined in (3.13) and (3.14).
4, Example
Consider a simple rod as a branch component which is assumed to interface a main component at both ita ends and to be submitted to a longitudinal motion u(x) (Fig. 2) .
Fig.2
The equation of motion of the rod is: 
Conclusions
A method has been developed for determining the reduced impedance of a branch component attached hyperstatically to the main component by using modal synthesis techniques. As an illustration of the method a simple longitudinal model was analyzed as a branch component.
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